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Abstract 
This paper describes the analysis of natural and forced vibrations of a two-pole induction motor mounted 

on an elastic steel frame foundation. A simplified vibration model is derived which can be used for 

calculating the natural vibrations in the transversal plane of an electrical motor mounted on a soft foundation. 

The natural vibrations of the motor are calculated using the simplified vibration model as well as a numerical 

calculation using a finite element model. These calculations are compared to each other and validated by 

measurements using experimental modal analysis. In addition to the natural frequencies, also forced 

vibrations are measured while the motor is operated by a converter. The frequency spectrum is analyzed by 

using FFT, regarding the forced vibrations. 

1 Introduction 

Vibration problems often occur for induction motors in the upper power range (> 1 MW). The most common 

reason is that large induction motors are usually designed for operation on a massive foundation, but in the 

application, the motors are often mounted on an elastic steel frame (Figure 1). Therefore, the vibrational 

behavior of the motor changes completely, compared to the measurements, carried out at the motor 

manufacturer, where the motor is mounted on a massive foundation [1-3]. The electrical motors are tested 

on a massive foundation because the vibrations of the motor itself shall be proved. The problem now is, that 

a motor which runs perfectly on a massive foundation may show high vibrations when it is mounted on a 

steel frame foundation and operated near or in resonances. 

 

Figure 1: Powertrain mounted on an elastic steel frame foundation [4] 
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The idea now is to solve this problem by using an active vibration control system, where actuators are 

mounted between the motor feet and the steel frame foundation (Figure 2), to influence the vibration 

behavior actively [4], [5]. Since the investigation of the concept for an induction motor with a power of 

1 MW and higher is difficult, the concept is first examined using a small induction motor. For the small 

motor similar conditions have to be created such as for huge motors, because this vibration problems usually 

occur only for motors with high power. Therefore, a machine test bed consisting of a small two-pole 

induction motor (11 kW) and a steel frame foundation was developed which can be extended by actuators 

later. To check the suitability of the machine test bed, natural vibrations as well as forced vibrations are 

investigated. 

 

Figure 2: Electrical motor with actuators between the motor feet and elastic steel frame foundation [5] 

2 Rotor eccentricities 

Different kinds of excitations exist which cause vibrations in electrical motors. In addition to mechanical 

excitation there are also electromagnetic forces. The cause for these excitations is often rotor eccentricity. 

Generally there are two different kinds of rotor eccentricity, static eccentricity and dynamic eccentricity [6]. 

The difference between both is, that the smallest air gap remains at the same position for static eccentricity 

and changes for dynamic eccentricity (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Two different kinds of eccentricity. a) Static eccentricity and b) dynamic eccentricity [6] 

2.1 Static eccentricity 

Reference [7] shows a number of reasons causing static rotor eccentricity in electrical motors with roller 

bearings. The most common reasons are production tolerances (Figure 4a), radial bearing clearance 

(Figure 4b) and static deflection (Figure 4c). 
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Figure 4: Static rotor eccentricities of an electrical motor caused by a) production tolerances, b) radial 

bearing clearance, c) static deflection [7] 

Static rotor eccentricity leads to an unequal air gap in the induction motor and results in an electromagnetic 

force – which acts between rotor and stator – oscillating with double angular supply frequency 2·ω1 [7-9]. 

For two-pole induction motors (pole pair number: p = 1) the double angular supply frequency 2·ω1 can be 

assumed to be equal to the 2x rotational angular frequency (2·Ω) of the rotor when the slip is very small 

(s << 1) [7]. This is the case when the motor is operated in steady state. 

  Ω = 
ω1 · (1 - s)

p
     

p = 1; s ≈ 0
→            Ω ≈ ω1 (1) 

Thus the excitation angular frequency ωF of the oscillating magnetic force becomes [7]: 

 ωF = 2 · ω1 ≈ 2 · Ω (2) 

2.2 Dynamic eccentricity 

There are different kinds of dynamic eccentricity in electrical motors. The most important are eccentricity 

of rotor mass (Figure 5a), magnetic eccentricity (Figure 5b) and bent rotor deflection (Figure 5c) [4]. 

Eccentricity of rotor mass results in mechanical unbalance. This is caused e.g. by residual unbalance, which 

remains in the rotor after balancing. Magnetic eccentricity e.g. is caused by a deviation of concentricity 

between the inner and outer diameter of the rotor core. Bent rotor deflection e.g. is caused by unequal 

thermal expansion of the rotor or plastic deformation of the shaft. All these excitations occur with rotor 

angular frequency Ω. 
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Figure 5: Dynamic rotor eccentricities of an electrical motor caused by a) eccentricity of rotor mass, b) 

magnetic eccentricity, c) bent rotor deflection [4] 

3 Analytical vibration model 

First a theoretical investigation of the natural vibration behavior of the motor on an elastic steel frame 

foundation is done. In [10] a simplified analytical vibration model is used for calculating the natural 

vibrations in the transversal plane (yz plane) of an electrical motor mounted on a soft foundation. It is shown, 

that the used vibration model shows good results regarding the calculation of the natural vibration behavior. 

Since the motor of the machine test bed is mounted on a steel frame foundation and therefore the motor is 

mounted on a soft foundation, a similar vibration model following [10] is used to calculate the natural 

vibrations. Reference [10] has shown that the angular foundation stiffness has nearly no influence on the 

natural frequencies and thus the angular foundation stiffness is neglected in the analytical vibration model 

(Figure 6) of this paper. In the analytical vibration model from [10] the mass of the foundation is neglected 

because the mass of the foundation is much lower than the mass of the motor in that case. However, for the 

machine test bed the masses of motor and foundation (steel frame foundation) are in the same range. To 

investigate the influence of the mass of the foundation on the natural vibrations, the natural frequencies are 

calculated once with and without the mass of the foundation. 

 

Figure 6: Vibration model of an electrical motor mounted on a soft foundation (Based on [10]) 

The mass mges of the motor is concentrated at the centre of gravity S and has the inertia θsx. The inertia θsx 

is only the inertia of the stator, because the rotor must be free to rotate around the x-axis. The structure of 

the motor is assumed to be rigid compared to the soft foundation. This assumption is only valid when the 
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motor is mounted on a soft foundation or on soft rubber elements. The points FL (L: left side) and FR (R: 

right side) describe the foundation points, where the motor feet are fixed to the foundation and where the 

modal masses of the foundation mfL and mfR are positioned. The foundation stiffness is described by the 

stiffness coefficients cfyL, cfyR, cfzL and cfzR and the damping of the foundation is neglected, because it has 

only a small influence on the natural frequencies. Three fixed coordinate systems are included in the 

vibration model. The movement of the mass mges is described by the coordinate system (zs, ys
, φ

s
) which is 

positioned in the point S. The coordinate system (zfL, y
fL

) is positioned in the point FL and describes the 

movement of the mass mfL and the left motor foot. The movement of the mass mfR and right motor foot is 

described by the coordinate system (zfR, y
fR

) which is positioned in the point FR. 

4 Mathematical description 

To derive the mathematical description, the vibration system is cut free (Figure 7) and the equilibriums of 

forces and moments have to be analyzed. 

 

Figure 7: Vibration system cut free 

Equilibrium of forces in vertical direction: 

 mges · z̈s + mfL · z̈fL + mfR · z̈fR + cfzL · zfL + cfzR · zfR = 0 (3) 

Equilibrium of forces in horizontal direction: 

 mges · ÿs
 + mfL · ÿ

fL
 + mfR · ÿ

fR
 + cfyL · y

fL
 + cfyR · y

fR
 = 0 (4) 

Equilibrium of moments around S: 

 θsx · φ̈
s
 + mfR · z̈fR · b + cfzR · zfR · b - mfR · ÿ

fR
 · h - cfyR · y

fR
 · h  

 - mfL · z̈fL · b - cfzL · zfL · b - mfL · ÿ
fL

 · h - cfyL · y
fL

 · h = 0 (5) 

Due to the small displacements of the motor mass zs, ys
, φ

s
, compared to the dimensions of the motor h, b, 

ψ, an linearization is possible. The displacements of the mass from the foundation zfL, zfR, y
fL

, y
fR

 can be 

described by the displacements of the stator mass zs, ys
, φ

s
: [10] 

 zfL = zs - φ
s
 · b          zfR = zs + φ

s
 · b (6) 

 y
fL

 = y
s
 - φ

s
 · h          y

fR
 = y

s
 - φ

s
 · h (7) 

Foundations are usually designed, that the mass and the stiffness is identical for both sides and following 

additional simplifications can be made: 

 mfL = mfR = mf          cfzL = cfzR = cfz          cfyL = cfyR = cfy (8) 
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With the kinematic constraints, the movement of the masses from the foundation can be described by the 

movement of the centre of gravity. The equations (6) and (7) are inserted in the equations (3) – (5) and the 

simplifications in (8) are applied, so the following equations can be deduced: 

Equilibrium of forces in vertical direction: 

 mges · z̈s + mf · (z̈s - φ̈s
 · b) + mf · (z̈s + φ̈

s
 · b) + cfz · (zs - φ

s
 · b) + cfz · (zs + φ

s
 · b) = 0 (9) 

Equilibrium of forces in horizontal direction: 

 mges · ÿs
 + mf · (ÿs

 - φ̈
s
 · h) + mf · (ÿs

 - φ̈
s
 · h) + cfy · (y

s
 - φ

s
 · h) + cfy · (y

s
 - φ

s
 · h) = 0 (10) 

Equilibrium of moments around S: 

 θsx · φ̈
s
 + mf · (z̈s + φ̈

s
 · b) · b + cfz · (zs + φ

s
 · b) · b - mf · (ÿs

 - φ̈
s
 · h) · h - cfy · (y

s
 - φ

s
 · h) · h  

 - mf · (z̈s - φ̈
s
 · b) · b - cfz · (zs - φ

s
 · b) · b - mf · (ÿs

 - φ̈
s
 · h) · h - cfy · (y

s
 - φ

s
 · h) · h = 0 (11) 

Based on the equilibrium of forces and moments, following homogenous differential equations system can 

be derived with the mass matrix M, the stiffness matrix C and the coordinate vector q: 

 M · q̈ + C · q = 0 (12) 

The homogenous differential system becomes: 

 (

mges + 2 · mf 0 0

0 mges + 2 · mf -2 · mf · h

0 -2 · mf · h θsx + 2 · mf · (b
2
 + h

2)

)  ·  (

z̈s
ÿ

s

φ̈
s

) 

 + (

2 · cfz 0 0

0 2 · cfy -2 · cfy · h

0 -2 · cfy · h 2 · (cfz · b
2
 + cfy · h

2)

)  ·  (

zs
y

s
φ

s

)  =  (
0

0

0

) (13) 

It can be seen from the differential equation system that it can be split into two independent differential 

equation systems. One system describes the vertical movement and one system the horizontal and angular 

movement. 

The translation zs of the centre of gravity without horizontal and angular movement (y
s
 = 0; φ

s
 = 0) can be 

described by: 

 (mges + 2 · mf) · z̈s + 2 · cfz · zs = 0 (14) 

In vertical direction only one natural angular frequency occurs: 

 ω0, z, 1=√
2 · cfz

mges + 2 · mf
 (15) 

Figure 8 shows the mode shape of the natural frequency in vertical direction. Here only a vertical translation 

occurs. 

 

Figure 8: Mode shape in vertical direction (Based on [11]) 
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The horizontal translation y
s
 and rotation φ

s
 of the centre of gravity S without vertical translation (zs = 0) 

can be described by: 

 (
mges + 2 · mf -2 · mf · h

-2 · mf · h θsx + 2 · mf · (b
2
 + h

2)
)  ·  (

ÿ
s

φ̈
s

) 

 + (
2 · cfy -2 · cfy · h

-2 · cfy · h 2 · (cfz · b
2
 + cfy · h

2)
)  ·  (

y
s
φ

s
)  = (

0

0
) (16) 

Here also a differential equation system in the form M · q̈ + C · q = 0 occurs. The formulation with the 

eigenvalue λ and eigenvector q 

 q = q̂ · eλ · t (17) 

results in the eigenvalue equation: 

 [C + λ
2
 · M] · q̂ = 0 (18) 

To determine the eigenvalues of the differential equation the determination equation is established: 

 det [C + λ
2
 · M] = 0 (19) 

In contrast to the vertical translation, in horizontal direction two natural angular frequencies occur: 

 ω0, yφ, 1 = √
B - √B2 - 4 · A · C

2 · A
 (20) 

 ω0, yφ, 2 = √
B + √B2 - 4 · A · C

2 · A
 (21) 

With: 

A = mges · (θsx + 2 · mf · b
2) + 2 · mf · (mges · h

2
 + θsx + 2 · mf · b

2)  

B = 2 · (cfy · θsx + 2 · mf · b
2
 · (cfy + cfz) + mges · (cfy · h

2
 + cfz · b

2))  

C = 4 · cfy · cfz · b
2
    

Figure 9 shows the mode shapes of the horizontal angular frequencies. In both mode shapes a horizontal 

translation occurs, coupled with a rotation around the x-axis. In the first mode shape (Figure 9a) translation 

and rotation are inphase, in the second mode shape (Figure 9b) translation and rotation are out of phase. 

 

Figure 9: Mode shapes in horizontal direction (Based on [11]) 

 

a) b) 
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5 Machine test bed 

The machine test bed (Figure 10) which was developed consists of a two-pole induction motor (Table 1) 

which is mounted on a steel frame foundation and this system is mounted on a machine bed foundation. The 

steel frame foundation consists of two square hollow profiles to which the motor is screwed. The motor is 

mounted on the steel frame foundation so the motor feet are in the middle of the hollow profiles with regard 

to the front view of the shaft. The steel frame foundation is designed so that a second motor can be mounted 

on the steel frame and coupled to the induction motor later. Therefore, the concept for active vibration 

damping can also be tested for a whole powertrain. The machine test bed was developed, so three natural 

frequencies occur in the operating speed range of the motor and they can be excited by 1x-excitation. Since 

it was difficult to reduce the natural frequencies so that they occur in the speed range of the motor, another 

special design, regarding the mounting of the motor feet was necessary. In [10] it is shown that natural 

frequencies of a motor on a soft foundation can be strongly influenced by varying the contact area between 

the motor feet and the foundation. Therefore, steel blocks were placed between the motor feet and the steel 

frame to reduce the contact area and thus the natural frequencies. Since the machine test bed should mainly 

be used stationary, the square hollow profiles were mounted on a huge steel plate and screwed to it. This 

system – consisting of motor, steel frame and steel plate – is anchored to a machine bed foundation with 

clamping claws. The machine bed foundation itself is mounted on soft rubber elements which decouple the 

machine bed foundation from concrete foundation with regard to vibrations. 

Data of the two-pole induction motor   

Rated power PN 11 kW 

Rated voltage in star connection UN in Y 400 V 

Rated current in star connection IN in Y 21.2 A 

Rated speed nN 2915 1/min 

Rated frequency f
N

 50 Hz 

Limiting frequency f
max

 80 Hz 

Mass of the motor mges 62 kg 

Moment of inertia of the stator θsx 0.5055 kg·m² 

Distance between feet 2b 254 mm 

Height of the centre of gravity h 158 mm 

Data of the steel frame foundation   

Square hollow profile EN 10219 150 x 100 x 3 

Height of the profile hp 100 mm 

Width of the profile bp 150 mm 

Thickness of the profile sp 3 mm 

Length of the profile lp 1100 mm 

Width of the steel blocks bsb 20 mm 

Length of the steel blocks lsb 20 mm 

Modal mass of the foundation per side (identical for both sides) mfL = mfR 2.15 kg 

Substitute foundation stiffness vertical direction per side (identical for both sides) cfzL = cfzR 4.47 kN/mm 

Substitute foundation stiffness horizontal direction per side (identical for both sides) cfyL = cfyR 5.2 kN/mm 

Table 1: Data of the two-pole induction motor and data of the steel frame foundation 
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Figure 10: Machine test bed: Two-pole induction motor on steel frame foundation and machine bed 

foundation 

6 Semi-analytical calculation of natural frequencies 

The natural frequencies of the machine test bed are determined in this chapter. Therefore, the analytical 

vibration model from chapter 3 is used to calculate the natural frequencies semi-analytically. The calculation 

is named semi-analytical because the foundation stiffness coefficients cfyL, cfyR, cfzL and cfzR were derived 

using numerical calculation, like it is shown in [10]. Also the modal masses of the foundation mfL and mfR 

were determined with finite element calculation, so the calculation of the natural frequencies according to 

chapter 4 is not only analytical. Table 1 shows the data of the motor and the foundation which are used for 

the analytical vibration model. Since the derivation of the modal masses from the foundation is usually very 

difficult, a simplified finite element model was used to determine the modal masses of the foundation 

roughly. To investigate the influence of the modal masses from the foundation to the natural frequencies, 

the natural frequencies are calculated once with and without (mf = 0) the masses of the foundation (Table 2). 

The results show, there is a small deviation (< 4 %) in the first two natural frequencies when considering 

and neglecting the modal masses of the foundation. For the third natural frequency, the values clearly differ 

from each other. The deviation for mode 3 is about 18 %. 

Mode Mode shape Natural frequency 

considering foundation mass 

Natural frequency 

neglecting foundation mass 

1 Horizontal translation coupled 

with rotation at the x-axis 

(inphase) 

36 Hz 36.4 Hz 

2 Vertical translation 58.4 Hz 60.4 Hz 

3 Horizontal translation coupled 

with rotation at the x-axis (out of 

phase) 

128.9 Hz 152.2 Hz 

Table 2: Natural frequencies of the analytical vibration model considering and neglecting foundation mass 
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7 Numerical analysis of natural vibrations 

To validate the results from the semi-analytical calculation, a complete three dimensional finite element 

model of the machine test bed (Figure 11) is used. The soft rubber elements under the machine bed 

foundation are implemented in the finite element model using substitute stiffnesses by springs in x-, y-, and 

z-direction. The concrete foundation under the rubber elements is not considered in the model, because it 

has nearly no influence regarding the vibrations. The values for the substitute stiffnesses of the rubber 

elements were derived using experimental modal analysis. For this, the natural frequencies of the machine 

bed foundation itself – without motor and steel frame foundation – mounted on the rubber elements were 

determined. So this system can be assumed simplified as one mass oscillator and the substitute stiffnesses 

of the rubber elements were derived from the natural frequencies of the rigid body modes of the machine 

bed foundation. 

 

Figure 11: Finite element model of the whole System: Machine bed foundation with induction motor and 

steel frame foundation 

Figure 12 shows the first four mode shapes of the whole system, where the motor performs the main 

movement. Table 3 shows the corresponding natural frequencies. Before the first mode of the motor occurs, 

six rigid body modes – translation in x-, y- and z-direction and rotation around the x-, y- and z-axis – of the 

machine test bed occur. There the whole system – motor, steel frame foundation and machine bed foundation 

– moves nearly as rigid body. However, this paper only focuses only on the mode shapes where the 

deformation of the steel frame is dominant. In the first mode (Figure 12a) a rotation of the motor around the 

transverse axis (y-axis), coupled with an axial translation (x-direction) occurs at a frequency of 31.4 Hz. In 

the second mode (Figure 12b) the motor performs a horizontal translation (y-direction), coupled with a 

rotation around the rotor axis (x-axis) at a frequency of 37.1 Hz. In the third mode (Figure 12c) a vertical 

translation (z-direction) of the motor occurs at a frequency of 53.9 Hz. The fourth mode (Figure 12d) occurs 

at a frequency of 114 Hz. In the fourth mode the motor performs a horizontal translation (y-direction), 

coupled with a rotation around the rotor axis (x-axis). However, the translation and rotation are out of phase. 

Mode Mode shape Natural frequency 

1 Axial translation coupled with rotation at the y-axis 31.4 Hz 

2 Horizontal translation coupled with rotation at the x-axis (inphase) 37.1 Hz 

3 Vertical translation 53.9 Hz 

4 Horizontal translation coupled with rotation at the x-axis (out of 

phase) 

114 Hz 

Table 3: Natural frequencies calculated with the finite element model 
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Figure 12: Mode shapes finite element model: a) mode 1; b) mode 2; c) mode 3; d) mode 4 

8 Experimental analysis of natural vibrations 

After the theoretical investigation of the natural vibration behavior of the machine test bed, experimental 

modal analysis is used to validate the simulation results and results from the semi-analytical calculation. 

The result of the experimental modal analysis is the transfer function of the system. Figure 13 shows 

exemplary the amplitude and phase response of the system in horizontal direction. From the transfer function 

the natural frequencies of the system can be determined on the basis of the resonances. Here in horizontal 

d) 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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direction, two dominant resonances occur. The first dominant resonance is the natural frequency of mode 2 

and the second dominant resonance is the natural frequency of mode 4. Table 4 shows the natural 

frequencies of the first four modes of the motor. 

 

Figure 13: Amplitude and phase response of the experimental modal analysis in horizontal direction 

Mode Mode shape Natural frequency 

1 Axial translation coupled with rotation at the y-axis 30.5 Hz 

2 Horizontal translation coupled with rotation at the x-axis (inphase) 35.3 Hz 

3 Vertical translation 52.8 Hz 

4 Rotation at the x-axis coupled with horizontal translation (out of 

phase) 

109 Hz 

Table 4: Natural frequencies measured using experimental modal analysis 

9 Comparison between semi-analytical calculation, numerical and 
experimental analysis 

In this paper the natural frequencies of the motor were determined in different ways. Semi-analytical 

calculation – using a plane vibration model – was used as well as numerical modal analysis and experimental 

modal analysis. Now the results from different analyses are compared to each other. Table 5 shows the 

natural frequencies of the first four modes for the semi-analytical calculation with and without the mass of 

the foundation, the numerical analysis using the finite element model and the experimental modal analysis. 

In brackets the percentage deviations of the natural frequencies for the semi-analytical calculation and the 

simulation with the finite element model regarding the results of the experimental analysis are shown. Since 

the vibration model in the semi-analytical calculation is only a plane model which describes the natural 

vibrations in the transversal plane (yz plane), the mode shape of the motor is not captured where an axial 

translation coupled with a rotation at the y-axis occurs. Thus, the numbering of the mode shapes for the 

semi-analytical calculation, the finite element model and experimental analysis is different. Therefore, the 

letters A to D are used for the mode shapes and the comparison. 

The natural frequencies derived from the finite element model fit good to the measured natural frequencies 

for all modes from A to D. The maximum deviation occurs for mode B and is +4.85 %. For the semi-
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analytical calculations with and without the mass of the foundation, the deviations increase with the higher 

modes. For mode B the results for both semi-analytical calculations fit good to the measured natural 

frequencies. Thus the mass of the foundation in the semi-analytical calculation has nearly no influence for 

mode B. For mode C the results from the semi-analytical calculations differ more clearly. One reason for 

this is the steel plate under the steel frame. The stiffness of the foundation was calculated for the static case 

and there the influence of the high mass of the steel plate mostly disappears, but there is a dynamic system 

here, where the mass of the steel plate influences. The deviation is +9.59 % when considering and +12.58 % 

when neglecting the mass of the foundation. Here also the mass of the foundation has only a small influence. 

For mode D the deviations of the semi-analytical calculations are clearly higher than for mode C. Here the 

influence of the steel plate occurs again. The deviation of the semi-analytical calculation with foundation 

mass is +15.44 % and without foundation mass even +28.38 %. Different to the modes before, the influence 

of the foundation mass in the semi-analytical calculation is obvious for mode D, because in the 

corresponding mode shape a large, related movement of the steel frame foundation occurs. 

Mode Mode shape Semi-analytical 

calculation 

neglecting 

foundation mass 

Semi-analytical 

calculation 

considering 

foundation mass 

Finite 

element 

model 

Experimental 

modal analysis 

A Axial translation 

coupled with rotation 

at the y-axis 

- - 31.4 Hz 

(+2.87 %) 

30.5 Hz 

B Horizontal translation 

coupled with rotation 

at the x-axis (inphase) 

36.4 Hz 

(+3.02 %) 

36 Hz    

(+1.94 %) 

37.1 Hz 

(+4.85 %) 

35.3 Hz 

C Vertical translation 60.4 Hz 

(+12.58 %) 

58.4 Hz 

(+9.59 %) 

53.9 Hz 

(+2.04 %) 

52.8 Hz 

D Horizontal translation 

coupled with rotation 

at the x-axis (out of 

phase) 

152.2 Hz 

(+28.38 %) 

128.9 Hz 

(+15.44 %) 

114 Hz 

(+4.39 %) 

109 Hz 

Table 5: Comparison natural frequencies analytical model, finite element model and measurements 

10 Experimental analysis of forced vibrations 

In addition to the natural vibrations of the machine test bed, also forced vibrations are investigated. 

Therefore, the bearing housing vibrations are measured while the motor is operated by a converter and in 

no-load. The results are derived from different rotor speeds and when the motor is driven in steady state 

condition. The focus is on the vibrations caused by the oscillating magnetic force with double supply 

frequency (chapter 2.1) and by the 1x-excitation (chapter 2.2). Regarding the investigation of the 1x-

excitation, the vibrations are measured once with inserted half feather key – the rotor is half-key balanced 

so only the residual unbalance after the rotor balancing occurs – and once without the half feather key, so 

there is a large mechanical unbalance. For the investigation of the vibrations resulting from the 2·f
1
-

excitation, the measurements are done for half and full magnetization of the motor (
U

f
 = const.). Figure 14 

shows the bearing housing vibration velocity (RMS) in horizontal direction for different supply frequencies. 

The vibration limits according ISO 10816-3 [12] are not exceeded in the measurements, so the vibrations 

could not be measured for all frequencies. Also, the measurements without half feather key are only done 

up to a frequency of 25 Hz, because the unbalance force increases by the square of the speed and so very 

high vibrations could occur for high rotor speeds. 

The results (Figure 14) show, that the highest vibrations in horizontal direction occur at a frequency of about 

17.5 Hz with full magnetization of the motor. This is due to the magnetic force oscillating with double 
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supply frequency which excites the second mode (Mode B: natural frequency: 35.3 Hz). By reducing the 

magnetization of the motor, the vibrations in the range of 17.5 Hz decrease clearly. Figure 15 shows the 

corresponding FFT (0-peak) at a supply frequency of 17.1 Hz with full and half magnetization of the motor. 

Here is clearly illustrated that the vibrations are mostly caused by 2·f
1
-excitation and also the influence of 

the magnetization on the amplitude of the 2·f
1
-excitation is shown. For supply frequencies up to about 

20 Hz, the 1x-excitation – caused by unbalance from the missing half feather key – has nearly no influence 

on the vibrations. With higher supply frequencies the influence of the 1x-excitation increases. The vibrations 

in horizontal direction also show higher values at a frequency of about 35.5 Hz. Here now the 1x-excitation 

causes mostly the higher vibrations and the effect of the magnetization is small. 

 

Figure 14: Bearing housing vibration velocity in horizontal direction (RMS) 

 

Figure 15: FFT bearing housing vibrations (0-peak) horizontal direction at supply frequency of 17.1 Hz   

a) full magnetization; b) half magnetization 

a) b) 
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11 Conclusion 

Vibration problems often occur for induction motors in the upper power range (> 1 MW) mounted on an 

elastic steel frame foundation. The idea to solve this problem is using an active vibration control system, 

where actuators are mounted between the motor feet and the steel frame foundation, to influence the 

vibration behavior actively. Therefore, a machine test bed consisting of a small two-pole induction motor 

and a steel frame foundation was developed. The aim of this paper is the investigation of the machine test 

bed regarding natural and forced vibrations. A simplified vibration model is derived which can be used for 

calculating the natural vibrations in the transversal plane of an electrical motor mounted on a soft foundation. 

The natural vibrations of the motor are calculated using a simplified vibration model as well as a numerical 

calculation using a finite element model. These calculations are compared to each other and validated by 

measurements using experimental modal analysis. The natural vibration analyses have shown that the results 

of the finite element model fit good to those of the experimental modal analysis. Only for low frequencies, 

the calculation based on the vibration model shows good accordance. The forced vibrations are measured 

while the motor is operated by a converter. High vibrations are clearly seen according to 1x-excitation and 

according to 2·f
1
-excitation. By reducing the magnetization of the motor, the vibration amplitudes with 

double supply frequency decrease clearly, which was expected from theoretical view. 
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